
LONDON: The Bank of England stepped in
Wednesday to shore up market confidence after the
International Monetary Fund criticized Britain’s
inflation-fighting budget. Reacting to markets tur-
moil, the BoE announced it was temporarily buying
up long-dated UK government bonds “to restore
orderly market conditions”.

However, the British pound tumbled against the
dollar Wednesday despite the Bank of England
snapping up UK government bonds to try and bring
calm to markets. Sterling dropped 1.5 percent to
$1.0570 shortly after the BoE intervention.

The BoE intervention followed criticism Tuesday
from the IMF, which argued that Britain’s budget
could increase inequality and worsen inflation.
Credit ratings agency Moody’s also waded in
overnight with a warning about soaring debt.

Finance Minister Kwasi Kwarteng’s big tax cuts
and energy price freeze, aimed at boosting the UK’s
recession-threatened economy, appeared to have
had the opposite effect as traders warn of balloon-
ing debt to pay for the incentives. Following last
Friday’s budget, UK government bond yields have
soared and the pound hit a record low at $1.0350.

Critics added that Kwarteng’s measures would
benefit the rich more than the poorest, as millions of
Britons suffer from a cost-of-living crisis. “We have
acted at speed to protect households and business-
es through this winter and the next, following the
unprecedented energy price rise,” the Treasury said
as it sought to defend itself.

“We are focused on growing the economy to
raise living standards for everyone,” it added, blam-

ing sky-high oil, gas and electricity prices on
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

IMF advice 
In a highly unusual intervention, the IMF late

Tuesday said it was “closely monitoring” develop-
ments and urged the government in London led by
new Prime Minister Liz Truss to change tack. The
Fund added: “We understand that the sizable fiscal
package announced aims at helping families and
businesses deal with the energy shock and at
boosting growth via tax cuts and supply measures.

“However, given elevated inflation pressures in
many countries... we do not recommend large and
untargeted fiscal packages at this juncture.” The
IMF said the “UK measures will likely increase
inequality” and stressed the importance of fiscal
policy not working “at cross purposes to monetary
policy”.

Analysts warned that Britain’s controversial
measures could force the Bank of England to hike
interest rates far higher than forecast. “Expectations
that there will be a super-size interest rate hike
coming from the Bank of England to try and counter
the government splurge on tax cuts and spending
have increased,” Hargreaves Lansdown analyst
Susannah Streeter noted Wednesday.

Many central banks, including the BoE, are
aggressively hiking interest rates in a bid to cool
decades-high inflation.

Tax cuts 
In his budget, Chancellor of the Exchequer

Kwarteng cut the highest rate of income tax and
scrapped a cap of banker bonuses. He also, howev-
er, announced a plan to lower income tax for all
workers.

Conservative party head Truss appointed
Kwarteng to replace Rishi Sunak, who reached the
final two in the race to be prime minister. Sunak had
hit out strongly at Truss’s promise of tax cuts, argu-

ing that the UK priority was to first bring down the
nation’s inflation rate that stands at a near 40-year
high of 9.9 percent. Moody’s called Britain’s new
fiscal policy regime “credit negative”, adding that a
sustained confidence shock could “permanently”
weaken its debt affordability. Kwarteng has said he
would wait until November 23 to outline plans on
controlling government debt. — AFP
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LONDON:A handout photograph released by the UK Parliament shows Britain’s Chancellor of the Exchequer Kwasi
Kwarteng unveiling an anti-inflation budget plan at the House of Commons in London. —AFP

Cyprus drivers fill 
up in breakaway 
north as prices soar
NICOSIA: The queue of Greek Cypriot motorists
waiting to cross a checkpoint into breakaway
northern Cyprus is much longer than it used to be-a
plummeting Turkish lira means cheaper petrol
prices there. For many Greek Cypriots, buying
goods in the north of the divided Mediterranean
island is tantamount to treason.

Turkish troops invaded in 1974 after a Greek-
engineered coup seeking to unite the island with
Greece, and tens of thousands of soldiers from
mainland Turkey are still posted in its northern third.

The self-proclaimed Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus was unilaterally declared in
1983 and is recognized by Turkey alone. But now
more and more people are giving in to temptation
and driving north to buy cheaper fuel from the
Turkish Cypriots.

“My salary is only 700 euros ($680)” monthly,
said Fanourios Michail, a 60-year-old carpenter
waiting at a Nicosia crossing. “I save about 200
euros a month by refueling in the north.” The
internationally recognized Republic of Cyprus-
the European Union’s easternmost member-uses
the euro.

But the Turkish Cypriots use the lira, which has
sunk to historic lows this year. And the north also
has much lower taxes on fuel. 

Checkpoint congestion 
According to police figures collated between

January and August this year and compared with
2021, the number of cars going north through one of
the island’s vehicle crossings has more than tripled

from 197,230 to 601,749. Normally, moving
between the two sides should not take more than a
few minutes. Drivers present their passport or ID
card to police on the Greek Cypriot side, and then
drive a few dozen meters (yards) to do the same
with Turkish Cypriot police, who also verify that the
car has valid insurance for the north.

But for the past several months, congestion at the
checkpoints means it is now more common to have
to wait half an hour to cross the narrow UN-con-
trolled buffer zone. “Half of my customers are now
Greek Cypriots, representing half of my turnover,”
said Turkish Cypriot Mehmet Tel, who runs a petrol
station about 500 meters from one of Nicosia’s
crossing points.

A liter of fuel in the north is about 25 percent

cheaper than in the south. “With four kids and a rel-
atively low salary, I just can’t make ends meet other-
wise,” admitted a 45-year-old Greek Cypriot
woman who asked not to be identified.

Christodoulos Christodoulou, spokesman for the
association of petrol station owners in the south,
estimated their annual losses at seven million euros.

The rush for cheaper fuel in the north also costs
the republic 80 million euros in lost tax revenues
every year, he said. “We want this illegal activity
stopped.”

He accused the government of failing to enforce
regulations put in place in 2004 when Cyprus
joined the EU to regulate the transfer of goods
across the Green Line separating the two sides of
the island. —AFP

AGIOS DOMETIOS, Cyprus: Vehicles queue up ahead of the Ayios Dometios/Metehan checkpoint facilitating
access between the internationally-recognized Republic of Cyprus and the proclaimed “Turkish Republic of North
Cyprus” (TRNC), recognized only by Turkey, through the United Nations buffer zone in Cyprus, in the divided capi-
tal Nicosia’s southern Greek neighborhood of Ayios Dometios. — AFP

US stocks advance 
after BoE moves 
soothe fears
NEW YORK: Wall Street stocks rose early
Wednesday after the Bank of England’s surprise
intervention in the British bond market pushed
down bond yields in Britain and the United States.
Following a historic slump in the pound, the BoE
announced it was temporarily buying up long-dated
UK government bonds “to restore orderly market
conditions.”

The pound was lower after the announcement,
but the UK government’s 30-year bond yield
retreated to 4.44 percent, having hit a 1998 peak at
5.14 percent. The yield on the 10-year US Treasury
note-a closely-watched proxy of US interest rates-
also pulled back as analysts said the BoE maneuver
had “soothed” investors in the short run. About 20
minutes into trading, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average was up 0.4 percent at 29,246.42.

The broad-based S&P 500 gained 0.4 percent
to 3,660.12, while the tech-rich Nasdaq Composite
Index edged up 0.1 percent to 10,838.47. Among
individual companies, Biogen surged 40 percent
after announcing positive clinical results for treat-

ment of mild cognitive impairment due to
Alzheimer’s disease.

Apple fell 4.3 percent following a Bloomberg
report that it is retreating on a plan to boost pro-
duction of its new iPhone due to lackluster demand.

The haven dollar held at multi-year highs against
rival currencies, with the euro plumbing a new 20-
year low at $0.9536. The British pound slumped 1.7
percent against the greenback-despite the Bank of
England snapping up UK government bonds to try
and bring calm to markets.

However, the UK government’s 30-year bond
yield managed to retreat to 4.44 percent, having hit
a 1998 peak at 5.14 percent. The BoE intervention
followed criticism Tuesday from the International
Monetary Fund, which argued that Britain’s recent
budget could increase inequality and worsen infla-
tion. New finance minister Kwasi Kwarteng’s tax-
cutting plan last week sent shockwaves through
markets, pushing the pound to a record low and
leading to dire warnings for Britain’s economy. 

The dollar remains the go-to unit as the US
Federal Reserve leads the way in raising inter-
est rates.

Observers are betting that US borrowing costs
will peak at around 4.75 percent next year, and are
expected to remain elevated for some time. The
prospect of such tight monetary policy has battered
equities, as US 10-year Treasury yields-a gauge of
future rates-hit four percent for the first time since

2010. Sentiment was also rattled by worries about
developments in Ukraine, after Kremlin-installed
authorities in four regions under Russian control
claimed victory in annexation votes, with Moscow
warning it could use nuclear weapons to defend the
territories.

Ukraine and its allies have denounced the so-
called referendums as a sham, saying the West
would never recognize the results. —AFP

German consumer 
mood falls further 
as inflation bites
FRANKFURT: German consumer confidence
remains on a record downward slide as
Europe’s largest economy faces soaring infla-
tion and an energy crisis heading into winter, a
key survey published Wednesday showed.
Pollster GfK’s forward-looking barometer fell
to minus 42.5 points for October, hitting a
record low for the fourth month in a row, fol-
lowing a revised September reading of minus
36.8 points.

“The currently very high inflation rates of
almost eight percent are leading to large real
income losses among consumers and thus to a
significant reduction in purchasing power,” said
GfK consumer expert Rolf Buerkl. “Many
households are currently being forced to spend
significantly more on energy,” he added.

The leaders of Germany’s 16 states will meet
on Wednesday to discuss additional relief
measures to help tackle the energy crisis-but
without Chancellor Olaf Scholz, who tested
positive for COVID-19 earlier this week.
Inflation in Germany reached 7.9 percent in
August, driven by soaring energy costs, with
the pace expected to increase further by the
end of the year. — AFP

US dollar and euro bills are pictured in Best, western
France. — AFP

Crisis-hit Lebanon 
to devalue currency: 
Central bank official
BEIRUT: Lebanon will weaken its official exchange
rate for the first time in more than two decades, a
central bank official said, as part of efforts to tackle
a crippling financial crisis. The exchange rate has
been officially pegged at 1,507 Lebanese pounds to
the dollar since 1997, but will drop to 15,000 to the
greenback at the end of October, the official told
AFP on condition of anonymity.

The pound, however, traded at more than double
that value on the black market on Wednesday, sell-
ing for more than 38,400 to the dollar-nearing its
all-time record low-money exchangers said.
Lebanon’s local currency has lost more than 95
percent of its value on the black market since the
2019 onset of Lebanon’s financial crisis, branded by
the World Bank as one of the planet’s worst in
modern times.

The decision to shift the peg follows a visit last
week by a delegation from the International
Monetary Fund, which is pressing Lebanon to
implement reforms to unlock billions of dollars in
loans. The unification of several central bank
exchange rates and the establishment of a credible
and transparent monetary and exchange rate sys-
tem are among the IMF’s demands. However, ana-
lysts expressed skepticism that the shift would lead
to a unified exchange rate. —AFP


